RitterSing
Wartburg College RitterSing!
Grade 7-9/10 Festival Chorus
TENTATIVE Schedule
Saturday, Oct. 2, 2021

Saturday, October 2, 2021
9:00-9:45 Registration: Neumann Auditorium
(Director’s Hospitality Room: Luther Hall 201)
PARTICIPANTS CHANGE INTO RITTERSING T-SHIRT, NO BAGS IN AUDITORIUM.

9:45-10:45 Seating, Warm Up & Mass Rehearsal: Neumann Auditorium
10:50-11:40 Rehearsal: Neumann
11:45-12:30 Sectionals:
Tenor 1: Choral Hall
Tenor 2: Band Hall
Bass 1: Lyceum
Bass 2: Orchestra Hall
12:30-1:20 Lunch: Mensa, Saemann Student Center
1:30-2:15 Master Class with Signature: Neumann
2:15-3:30 Dress Rehearsal: Lyceum
3:30-3:45 Break (move to next rehearsal site)
3:45-4:30 Mass Rehearsal with Signature: Neumann
4:30-4:50 Break
4:50 IN SEATS ready for the concert!
5:00-6:15 Finale Concert featuring Signature, Ritterchor, Festeburg,
Grade 7-9/10 festival chorus, Grade 9-Adult festival chorus, combined festival choirs

RitterSing
Wartburg College RitterSing!
Grade 9-Adult Festival Chorus
TENTATIVE Schedule
Saturday, Oct. 2, 2021

Saturday, October 2, 2021
9:00-9:45 Registration: Neumann Auditorium
(Director’s Hospitality Room: Luther Hall 201)
PARTICIPANTS CHANGE INTO RITTERSING T-SHIRT, NO BAGS IN AUDITORIUM.

9:45-10:45 Seating, Warm Up & Mass Rehearsal: Neumann Auditorium
10:50-11:30 Rehearsal: Chapel
11:30-12:30 Lunch: Mensa, Saemann Student Center
12:30-1:20 Sectionals:
Tenor 1: Choral Hall
Tenor 2: Band Hall
Bass 1: Lyceum
Bass 2: Orchestra Hall
1:30-2:15 Master Class with Signature: Neumann
2:15-3:30 Dress Rehearsal: Lyceum
3:30-3:45 Break (move to next rehearsal site)
3:45-4:30 Mass Rehearsal with Signature: Neumann
4:30-4:50 Break
4:50 IN SEATS ready for the concert!
5:00-6:15 Finale Concert featuring Signature, Ritterchor, Festeburg,
Grade 7-9/10 festival chorus, Grade 9-Adult festival chorus, combined festival choirs